
Hospital Bed Requirements 

Specific Criteria for Semi-Electric Hospital Bed 

Hospital Bed

** These criteria are the most scrutinized within auditing; much more elaboration within chart notes is required. 

Medicare DOES NOT cover: Full/Total Electric Bed OR
Hi-Low Full Electric Bed

Documented Face-to Face
Documentation (Chart notes) with related diagnoses. Must provide Narrative 
including specific criteria from below
Establish a Medical History
Detailed Written Order (DWO): Includes Beneficiary Name, Item, NPI, 
Signature, Date of the Order, Length of Need (LON)

Patient requires frequent changes in body position and/or has an immediate need for change in 
body position {Explain why, provide a specific example}

**Patient requires positioning of  body not feasible with a normal bed  

      
      

 {Explain why, provide a specific example, also how will bed help?}

**Patient requires positioning of  body not feasible with a normal bed to alleviate pain, manage
contractures and respiratory infections

 {Be specific, such as pain scale, location of pain, Frequency; Also how will bed help?}

Patient requires head of  bed elevation >30 degrees most of  the time due to CHF, COPD, or 
problems with aspiration  {provide specific example of how affects pt, why bed would help}

Patient requires traction equipment, which is only attached to a hospital bed
{Does pt need bed mounted traction trapeze, or other specific traction equip for reposition/transfers?}

 AND

OR

OR

OR

the following must be narrated in the patient’s chart notes
:

The following is required from MEDICARE. Medicare has become very stringent on each order and 
as a result are auditing every hospital bed billed. Currently, only 1 in 10 is being approved. As a 
result, we ask for Medicare’s requirements prior to delivery. This is to help your success in approval 
for your patient and to protect your patient  from being responsible for the cost later.
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